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activityDashboard  

**Description**  
Activity Dashboard

**Usage**  

activityDashboard(eventlog)

**Arguments**  

- eventlog  
  Event log to be used for dashboard

performanceDashboard  

**Description**  
Performance Dashboard

**Usage**  

performanceDashboard(eventlog)

**Arguments**  

- eventlog  
  Event log to be used for dashboard

processmonitR  

**Description**  
Functions for constructing dashboards for business process monitoring. Building on the event log objects class from package bupaR. Allows the use to assemble custom shiny dashboards based on process data.
resource_dashboard

---

**resource_dashboard** | **Resource Dashboard**

**Description**
Resource Dashboard

**Usage**
resource_dashboard(eventlog)

**Arguments**
- eventlog | Event log to be used for dashboard

---

rework_dashboard | **Rework Dashboard**

**Description**
Rework Dashboard

**Usage**
rework_dashboard(eventlog)

**Arguments**
- eventlog | Event log to be used for dashboard
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